
WARNING
Please make sure that power is off!
(Otherwise,it might cause a malfunction.)

AC Input power supply

TRAUS MBP10SL/SX TRAUS PEZ10XX

TRAUS FUS10
Connection of each part

Irrigation tube set up

Piezo tip connection

1. Insert & turn the piezo tip clockwise by hand.
    Then use the torque wrench to tighten.

Connect the irrigation tube to the
irrigation pipe that is located at the
end of the piezo handpiece cord as
in FIG(A).

Piezo handpiece

FIG (A)

CAUTION  Don’t insert the torque wrench upside down.

CAUTION

2. Make sure to tighten the tip fully using the
    torque wrench like the image below.

3. Once the tip is placed correctly on the handpiece,
    press Clean/Ready button until the saline solution
    reached the tip.

Open the irrigation pump
roller cover upward.

When closing the pump roller
cover make sure that the
irrigation tube is positioned
as shown in the figure.

Make sure the pump roller
cover ius completely closed.

Insert the irrigation tube
connectly into the center of
irrigation pump.

When inserting a tube, place
the pump cover to close where
the arrow is showing above.
Otherwise, irrigation flow might
not be efficient or will leak.

Close the irrigation pump cover
downward.

Keep the pump cover open if it’s not in use for a long time.
Otherwise, irrigation tube might be defective and it can
cause a malfunction. Please pay attention to the direction
of the irrigation tube.

The tube provieded is for single use only.
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Tube clamp Torque wrench Irrigation tube Tip holder Hanger Spray nozzle Power cord Instruction manual

Motor cap Tube holder Ultrasonic tip (Option) Foot pole (Option) Sterilization case Internal spray nozzle

Control box Angle handpiece Piezo handpiece BLDC motor Foot controller Motor stand

Connection of each part

How to maintain a dental handpieces

How to Clean

How to lubricate

How to sterilize

Warning

·   Rotate the head in alcohol about 5-6 seconds with high speed right after
    surgery.
 
·   After rotating the head, put the two dissembled parts in alcohol in order to
    remove any remains before they get coagulated as shown below.

·  Please insert the oil spray into the assembled handpiece until clear liquid
   comes out. Refer to the below pic. for the direction of oiling.
·  For the disassembled parts after alcohol cleaning, Oiling is available.
·  Finish the cleaning of the oiled handpiece with air dry.

Spray the lubricant
when the bur is assembled.

E-type nozzle
Spray

·  For following cases, it may cause serious damage to the product.

·  It may cause breakdown, if the handpiece is kept with remains such as
   physiological saline, blood, its coagulation or rust.
   (Gear and cartridge may be damaged easily)

·  Please refer to the instruction manual.


